PROJECT: TRANSFORM
Stage One, the young professional arm of the Hartford Stage Board of Trustees, has launched a crowdfunding campaign to revitalize Project: Transform, an innovative Education @ Hartford Stage performance program for Connecticut high school students celebrating diversity and acceptance. Project: Transform is a free program that brings together 20 students from different backgrounds including race, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation and social class—to create and perform a devised theatre piece exploring the transformation of minds, neighborhoods and communities. Students work collectively with acclaimed guest artists, using poetry, theatre, music and dance to write, improvise, rehearse and share their collaborative piece in a public performance open to the community.

COMMUNITY SUPPORTING COMMUNITY
The crowdfunding campaign will run Monday, April 8, through Friday, April 26. We’ve received a $10,000 matching corporate gift to help reach our ambitious goal. We invite you to join in our Small Business Initiative to help meet the match. Join today at one of the levels below and you will receive the following benefits:

$100  Credit line on crowdfunding webpage
      Credit line in Project: Transform program

$250  The benefits above and...
      Social media shout-out

$500  The benefits above and...
      Individual social media shout-out
      Logo credit on crowdfunding webpage
      Logo credit in Project: Transform program

$1,000 The benefits above and...
      Individual social media shout-out (post and Instagram story)
      Invitation for two to The Flamingo Kid pre-show party and performance on May 23
      Recognition in the program of The Flamingo Kid
      Signed Project: Transform poster
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